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Early in mammalian development, a few cells move to the center of the embryo to establish the inner cell
mass—the early precursor of the fetus. In this issue of Developmental Cell, Samarage et al. (2015) shed light
on how these cells move inward.Way back when you were little, very little,
you made one of your first important deci-
sions. Approximately 4 days after the egg
from your mother was fertilized by the
sperm from your father, you were part of
a ball of about 12 cells. One of your cells
took a new path, leaving the embryo’s
surface to move into the center of the
ball of cells (Figure 1). Before this, all of
the cells had been at the embryo’s sur-
face. After this initial decision by one of
the cells to move inward, other cells also
then internalized, joining the first cell
in the middle. Those internalized cells
became you, whereas the remaining outer
layer of cells produced the extraembry-
onic tissue that attached you to your
mother’s uterus and developed into the
placenta.
In this issue of Developmental Cell,
Samarage, White, A´lvarez et al. (2015)
identify how forces are produced to
move the first cell into the center of a
mammalian embryo. They started by la-
beling cell membranes of mouse embryos
and filming the embryos at high resolu-
tion, and then they used these movies to
computationally segment the embryos.
This method allowed the fine details of
each cell’s shape and position to be
visualized and quantified over time. The
resulting movies are truly beautiful and
very informative.
Previously, cells had been shown to
arrive at the center of the early mouse
embryo by oriented cell division: some
surface cells divide in an orientation that
delivers one daughter cell to the inside.
Recent imaging of early mouse embryos
confirms that this indeed occurs but es-
tablishes that this division orientation is
rare, particularly for the first cells to inter-
nalize (Watanabe et al., 2014). Overall, di-vision angle is a poor predictor of which
cells contribute to the inner cell mass.
This left open the question of how cells
moved interiorly.
Samarage et al. (2015) followed the
movements of the earliest internalizing
cells, which make the largest contribution
to the inner cell mass (a few cells inter-
nalize later). Consistent with the earlier re-
ports, they saw that few of the earliest
inner cells were placed on the inside by
oriented cell divisions. Instead, divisions
appeared to be oriented randomly. More-
over, they found that in some embryos,
through the 16-cell stage, no cells were
internalized by oriented division. In partic-
ular, the first cell to end up in the interior
was generally born on the outside, and
its outer, apical domain gradually shrinks
until no exterior surface remains.
Apical constriction—the shrinkage of
the apical surfaces of certain cells—is
known to play a central role in some key
morphogenetic movements of animal em-
bryos, including gastrulation in many
animals and neural tube formation in ver-
tebrates (Sawyer et al., 2010). Apical
constriction is generally driven by the con-
tractions of actomyosin assemblies or
networks that either line apical junctions
(so-called junctional belts) or crisscross
the cortex just under the apical cell sur-
face (so-called medioapical arrays) (Mar-
tin and Goldstein, 2014). Consistent with
this, Samarage et al. (2015) show that a
myosin II-enriched ring can be found
near the edges of the apical surface of
internalizing cells, and targeting myosin
by small interfering RNA prevented cell
internalization by apical constriction.
Together, these findings imply that the
forces driving cell internalization are pro-
duced from the apical side of the cell. IfDevelopmental Cell 34a cell was distinguished by having higher
tension in its apical cortex, this might
result in its apical surface shrinking
smaller and smaller while pulling neigh-
boring cells over the top.
To directly compare forces in different
parts of the embryo, Samarage et al.
(2015) made targeted cuts at junctional
belts and at medioapical arrays in the em-
bryowith a focused laser andwatched the
recoil. This strategy is comparable to cut-
ting a stretched rubber band and watch-
ing it pop apart to learn something about
how much tension it bears (Kiehart et al.,
2000; Ma et al., 2009). Junctions of
apically constricting cells recoiled more
quickly and extensively when cut than
did other junctions, implying as predicted
that junctions of the apically constricting
cells were under higher tension. Similar
cuts in the medioapical array showed
that it, too, was under higher tension in
apically constricting cells than in other
cells. Interestingly, although microscopy
showed only weak distribution of actin fil-
aments or myosin II in the apical cortex,
targeting the middle of the apical surface
with the laser caused recoil from the tar-
geted site, suggesting that some forces
are produced and/or transmitted across
the apical surface.
Thus, apical constriction, and not ori-
ented cell divisions, mediates internaliza-
tion of these earliest cells in the mouse.
The data from the Samarage et al. (2015)
study reveal that in the early mouse em-
bryo, cells become internalized very
much as they do in other models, such
as C. elegans and Drosophila. In these
systems, similar dynamics have been
seen, and laser cuts have led to similar
conclusions (Sawyer et al., 2010; Martin
and Goldstein, 2014)., August 24, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 385
Figure 1. Cell Internalization at the 12-Cell
Stage
A single cell (red) among the others (blue) at the
12-cell stage of the mouse embryo internalizes
and is the first cell to contribute to the inner cell
mass, which gives rise to the fetus. Illustration by
Janet Iwasa.
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for cadherins in specifying which cells
internalize, because E-cadherin, unlike
myosin-II, is not differentially localized in
the apically contracting cells. Neverthe-
less, disrupting cadherin function pre-
vents internalization of any cells, and it
remains an open question as to how
rearrangement of cell junctions is coordi-
nated with apical constriction to mediate
internalization. In addition, while extracel-
lular matrix is not a prominent feature in
the early mouse embryo, how cadherin-386 Developmental Cell 34, August 24, 2015based adhesion is integrated with adhe-
sion mediated by other cell-surface pro-
teins remains unknown.
There is evidence in the early mouse
embryo that cell positioning plays a
causal role in determining critical gene ac-
tivity. Where a cell lives, whether on the
inside or the outside of the embryo, con-
tributes to its transcriptional identity (Ste-
phenson et al., 2012; Schrode et al., 2013;
Bedzhov et al., 2014; Samarage et al.,
2015). This highlights the importance of
positioning cells correctly.
How, then, are certain cells chosen to
undergo apical constriction and take up
residence in the inner cell mass? Experi-
ments have teased out some predictors
of which cells are likely to internalize,
but no perfect predictor appears to exist
(Bedzhov et al., 2014; Anani et al.,
2014). The decision may be stochastic;
perhaps any one of the 12 cells can
move inward to begin production of the
inner cell mass. By this model, little-
understood stochastic fluctuations in the
biomechanical properties of cells could
lead one cell to accumulate apical tension
and perhaps inhibit its sister cell and
other neighbors from doing the same.
Indeed, after following over 100 embryos,
Samarage et al. (2015) reported that they
never saw two sister cells constricting
simultaneously. Thus, how this very early
decision of yours was made when you
were little remains a mystery, but it mightª2015 Elsevier Inc.have involved something as simple as
one of your cells choosing to undergo
apical constriction.REFERENCES
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